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NATURE OF THE PROCEEDINGS 

The action below sought a determination of the composition of the board of 

directors (“Board”) of Westech Capital Corporation (“Westech” or “Company”), a 

Delaware corporation, pursuant to Section 225 (“Section 225”) of the General 

Corporation Law of the State of Delaware (“DGCL”).  On August 27, 2013, 

Appellant Robert W. Halder (“Halder”) and Appellee John J. Gorman, IV 

(“Gorman”) each filed a Verified Complaint in the Court of Chancery (“Trial 

Court”), in which each petitioner requested that the Trial Court determine the 

composition of the seven-member Board based upon the interpretation of a Voting 

Agreement, made and entered into by Westech and the parties thereto on 

September 23, 2011 (“Voting Agreement”).  The two actions were consolidated, 

and Gorman was plaintiff and Appellants Gary Salamone, Mike Dura, and Halder 

(the incumbent directors) were defendants (“Defendants”).     

In this action, the parties primarily focus upon four provisions contained in 

the Voting Agreement:  (a) two of the nomination provisions – Section 1.2(b) and 

Section 1.2(c) – that Defendants assert are based upon a per capita voting structure, 

(b) an aggregation of shares provision – Section 7.17 – that supports the per capita 

voting structure of Section 1.2(b) by preventing gamesmanship through affiliated 

stock transfers, and (c) the removal provision – Section 1.4(a) – that limited the 

ability of a majority of stock to remove directors by providing that directors may 
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be removed only by the “persons” or “shares” with the power to designate them for 

election to the Board by the stockholders.  The parties dispute the proper 

interpretation of each of these provisions contained in the Voting Agreement.  If 

Gorman’s interpretation is correct, then Gorman and individuals aligned with 

Gorman will control the Board; if Defendants’ interpretation is correct, then 

Defendants (the incumbent directors) will continue to control the Board. 

Each party filed a Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings, asserting that the 

language of the Voting Agreement is clear and unambiguous.  The Trial Court 

denied the motions and held that Section 1.2(b) and Section 1.2(c) are ambiguous.  

The parties proceeded to a trial on a stipulated record, which was conducted on 

January 24, 2014.  The Court issued a Post-Trial Memorandum Opinion 

(“Opinion”) on May 29, 2014.  The Order and Final Judgment was entered on June 

24, 2014 (“Final Order”).  In the Opinion and the Final Order, the Trial Court 

interpreted the disputed provisions contained in Voting Agreement and the held that 

two incumbent directors are directors, Gorman and one individual aligned with 

Gorman are directors, and three directorships are vacant.  Based upon the Opinion 

and the Final Order, the Board is (and will remain) deadlocked. 

Notwithstanding the clear and unambiguous use of the word “holders” in 

Section 1.2(b), and the express statement by the Trial Court that “[a] plain reading 

[of Section 1.2(a)] by a reasonable third party that inquires no further would 
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support Defendants’ per capita theory,” In re Westech Capital Corp., 2014 WL 

2211612, at *15 (Del. Ch. May 29, 2014) (“Opinion”) (A65), the Trial Court 

applied extrinsic evidence and held that Section 1.2(a) contained a per share voting 

structure rather than a per capita voting structure.  The Trial Court held correctly 

that Section 1.2(c) contained a per capita voting structure, but eviscerated the per 

capita voting structure of Section 1.2(c) by interpreting Section 1.4(a) in a manner 

that permitted removal of directors by a per share vote.  Such holding by the Trial 

Court simply (a) ignores the provision contained in Section 1.2(c) that “persons” 

designate the individuals who will be elected to the Board by stockholders, and (b) 

ignores the provision contained in Section 1.4(a) that a director only may be 

removed by the “person” entitled to designate such director for election to the 

Board by stockholders.  The strained interpretation of the Voting Agreement 

adopted by the Trial Court resulted in the Board being deadlocked. 

Defendants appealed and Gorman cross-appealed the Trial Court’s decision.  

Defendants filed a Notice of Appeal and a Motion for Expedited Appeal on June 

25, 2014, and Gorman filed a Notice of Cross-Appeal on June 26, 2014.  The 

parties agreed that the appeal and the cross-appeal should be expedited, and this 

Court granted the Motion for Expedited Appeal on June 27, 2014.  This Court 

scheduled oral argument to be held on October 8, 2014. 
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 

1. Notwithstanding the clear and unambiguous use of the word “holders” 

in Section 1.2(b), and the express statement by the Trial Court that “[a] plain 

reading [of Section 1.2(a)] by a reasonable third party that inquires no further 

would support Defendants’ per capita theory,” Opinion at *15 (A65), the Trial 

Court applied extrinsic evidence and held that Section 1.2(a) contained a per share 

voting structure rather than a per capita voting structure.  Application of extrinsic 

evidence by the Trial Court to determine the intent of the parties to the Voting 

Agreement is inappropriate if such intent (a per capita voting structure) is evident 

from a “plain reading by a reasonable third party” of Section 1.2(b).  Moreover, the 

structure of the Voting Agreement supports Defendants’ per capita theory. 

2. Although the Trial Court correctly held that Section 1.2(c) contained a 

per capita voting structure, the Trial Court misapplied Section 1.4(a), and 

eviscerated Section 1.2(c), in holding that directors designated under Section 1.2(c) 

may be removed by a majority vote of stock.  Moreover, the Trial Court’s 

application of Section 1.4(a) to Section 1.2(c) is inconsistent with its application of 

Section 1.4(a) to Section 1.2(e). 

3. The Trial Court misread Section 7.17, which mandates the 

aggregation of stock transferred by a stockholder to affiliates for purposes of per 

capita voting under Section 1.2(b). 
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STATEMENT OF FACTS 

Westech is a financial services holding company headquartered in Austin, 

Texas.  Its primary operating subsidiary is Tejas Securities Group, Inc. (“Tejas”), 

which is a full-service, independent broker-dealer firm.  Gorman is Westech’s and 

Tejas’s founder, the former Chairman of the Board, the current majority 

stockholder of Westech, and (as a result of the Final Order) is a director.  Since 

joining Tejas in 2002, Halder held several senior positions with Westech and 

Tejas, including President, Secretary, and Treasurer of Westech.  Halder was a 

director of Westech since 2009, and (as a result of the Final Order) was removed 

from the Board.  Salamone is the Company’s Chief Executive Officer (“CEO”) and 

has been a director since January 2013.  Dura acted as interim CEO of Westech 

prior to Salamone’s appointment, and has been a director since 2012. 

A. Westech Approaches Financial Collapse  
 

Westech experienced significant net capital losses from 2005 to 2011, due to 

Gorman’s poor management, “imprudent proprietary bets with the firm’s capital,” 

Monaco Dep. 13:20-21 (A1005),1 and excessive compensation and expense 

                                                 
1 Although the Trial Court held that Defendants were not able to counter certain arguments made 
by Gorman “except through after-the-fact testimony from interested individuals,” Opinion at *13 
(A64), such holding is not supported by the record.  James J. Pallotta (“Pallotta”) is a close friend 
and long-time client of Gorman, and none of Pallotta’s testimony is in conflict with Defendants’ 
position, and Pallotta’s testimony supports Defendants’ position.  Peter Monaco (“Monaco”) is 
Pallotta’s employee and negotiated the Voting Agreement on Pallotta’s behalf, and Monaco’s 
testimony completely supports Defendants’ position.  James B. Fellus (“Fellus”) has a hostile 
history with the Company, and, in fact, commenced an arbitration proceeding against the 
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reimbursements.  By the fall of 2011, Westech entered a “crisis period,” id. at 

12:10-12 (A1004), because Westech’s net capital decreased from approximately 

$2.8 million in December 2010 to $1.1 million in August 2011, which resulted in 

possible violations of the minimum capital requirements mandated by Westech’s 

counterparties, clearing houses, and FINRA.  Although regulatory minimum 

capital requirements vary, this capital position was too low for Westech (through 

Tejas) to continue business within the markets in which Westech specialized.  

Fellus Dep. 41:3-11 (A690).  By August 2011, therefore, Westech’s net capital 

declined to a point that potentially imperiled its ability to transact business with its 

existing counterparties and clearing houses, and significantly compromised its 

ability to be approved to transact business with new counterparties.  Halder Dep. 

33:7-12 (A830); Monaco Dep. 12:18-13:6 (A1004-05). 

Simply put, the Company would not have survived 2011 without a 

significant infusion of capital.  Fellus Dep. 10:11-12 (A659) (“They would have 

gone out of business had they not taken that”); Halder Dep. 33:15-17 (A830) 

(“[A]bsent a capital raise, there would have been material liquidity problems and 

kind of ongoing concern issues with the company.”); Pallotta Dep. 40:7-15 (A990) 

(“My assumption was that they were certainly struggling or at the very least that 
                                                                                                                                                             
Company.  It is accurate to state that Fellus is not aligned with the Company or Defendants, and 
Fellus’s testimony completely supports Defendants’ position.  In sum, contrary to the Trial 
Court’s holding, Pallotta, Monaco, and Fellus are not “interested individuals,” and to the extent 
that any of them are “interested,” Pallotta and his employee, Monaco, are interested in favor of 
Gorman. 
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they could not execute any growth plans unless they had more capital.”).  Despite 

the overwhelming evidence of this net capital crisis in 2011, and contrary to the 

testimony of every other witness, Gorman denies that net capital was eroding in 

mid- to late-2011.  Gorman Dep. 114:5-22 (A1210). 

Gorman’s denial of a “crisis period” is consistent with his disregard for the 

stockholders and for maximizing stockholder value.  Gorman made no secret of his 

feelings about stockholder value, and, indeed, admits to stating “[f]**k the 

shareholders.”  Id. 66:7 (A1162); Halder Dep. 135:16-136:11 (A932-33) (“[H]e 

said, ‘[d]on’t lecture me about the shareholders, f**k the shareholders.  I don’t care 

about the shareholders.’”); see also Monaco Dep. 50:13-15, 50:22-23, 51:9-11 

(A1042-43); Fellus Dep. 12:21-22 (A661). 

Gorman’s attitude towards stockholders is reflected in the amounts Gorman 

paid himself notwithstanding significant net losses suffered by the Company.  

Specifically, from 2005, until 2011, inclusive, Gorman paid himself 

$25,630,066.98, and the Company suffered net losses in the amount of 

$64,920,140.00.  During this time, Gorman also improperly charged significant 

expenses to the Company, including huge levels of improper travel and 

entertainment expenses.  For example, “an independent review determined that [a 

certain amount of] cash was spent on, at least in part, on escort services.”  Monaco 

Dep. 23:7-9 (A1015).  Gorman denies that he ever used Company funds to pay for 
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escort services, notwithstanding the conclusions of independent counsel.  Gorman 

Dep. 68:10:22, 69:10-70:8 (A1164-65).  In addition, Gorman (a) chartered private 

jets without any business purpose, yet billed those charges to the Company, 

Monaco Dep. 22:2-3 (A1014), and (b) engaged in numerous improper trading 

practices, Fellus Dep. 51:11-13 (A700), 72:4-7, 12-21 (A721), which included 

Gorman accessing Tejas accounts to shift losses from himself to Tejas, and to shift 

gains from Tejas to himself.  Monaco Dep. 24:18-20 (A1016). 

B. Gorman Calls For Help, And Three Investor Groups Answer the Call 
 

With the Company looming on the brink of collapse, Gorman was desperate 

for an infusion of capital into the Company.  In an attempt to save the Company 

from the ruin caused by his “leadership,” Gorman sought money.  The capital 

necessary for the Company to continue to operate ultimately was raised through 

the sale of Series A Preferred Stock (“Series A Stock”) by the Company to four 

investor groups:  Pallotta, Fellus, employees (including Halder), and Gorman.   

Pallotta is a close friend and long-time client of Gorman.  Gorman contacted 

Pallotta to invest in Westech, and Pallotta wanted “to help John out.”  Pallotta Dep. 

9:11 (A959).  Pallotta delegated the responsibility for negotiating the investment in 

Westech to his employee, Peter Monaco, and to Pallotta’s counsel, Rosemary 

McCormack.  Id. 11:18-12:10 (A961-62).  Pallotta invested $2 million into the 

Company in consideration for 80 shares of Series A Stock (“Pallotta Shares”).  
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Series A Preferred Stock Purchase Agreement (“SPA”) Ex. A (A143-49).  Fellus 

was contacted by Pallotta on Gorman’s behalf, Fellus Dep. 5:11-19 (A654), and 

brought experience in recruiting and administration to the Company.  Fellus 

invested $600,000 in cash and a $1 million note in consideration for 64 shares of 

Series A Stock, SPA Ex. A (A143-49), and became the CEO of Westech.  Halder 

and other employees felt “it was important to get real representation from key 

personnel at the [C]ompany and employees, and . . . to wrest control of the 

company away from [Gorman] and [Gorman’s] family.”  Halder Dep. 9:6-10 

(A806).  The employees (including Halder) collectively invested $2 million, and 

Halder holds 9 shares and the other employees collectively hold 72 shares of Series 

A Stock.  SPA Ex. A (A143-49).  Gorman invested $1.8 million in consideration 

for 64 shares of Series A Stock.  Id. 

C. The Pallotta, Fellus, And Employee Investor Groups Refuse To Invest 
In Westech Unless Gorman’s Control Of Westech Is Limited 
 

Three investor groups (other than Gorman) agreed that Westech could not 

continue to be operated as, essentially, a sole proprietorship with Gorman as the 

proprietor.  Pallotta and Monaco agreed to pursue an investment in Westech only if 

Gorman relinquished his control of the Company, and relinquished the ability to 

regain control of the Company at any future time:   

Q: Would you have recommended to Mr. Pallotta that he invest in 
Westech if Mr. Gorman controlled the board? 
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A: If . . . [Mr. Gorman] unilaterally controlled the board, I absolutely 
would not have recommended. . . . 
Q: Would you have recommended to Mr. Pallotta that he invest in 
Westech if it was possible through additional share purchases that Mr. 
Gorman could control the board of Westech? 
A: No.   
Q: Would you have advised directly against such an investment?  
A: Yes.   

 
Monaco Dep. 56:11-57:11 (A1048-49); see also id. 19:11-15 (A1011).  Likewise, 

Fellus believed that Gorman “ran [the Company] irresponsibly relative to where it 

should have been” and that he operated the Company solely for his own benefit.  

Fellus Dep. 12:9-11 (A661).  Finally, Halder and the employees sought to 

“diversif[y] control away from Mr. Gorman” and “provide[] for a system of checks 

on Gorman’s ability to stack the [B]oard” or to unilaterally control the Company.  

Halder Dep. 33:25-34:5 (A830-31).  Despite the testimony of every other witness, 

Gorman denies that Pallotta, Monaco, Halder, or Fellus communicated to him that 

they would not invest in the Company had Gorman not relinquished control of the 

Company.  Gorman Dep. 112:5-9, 15-24 (A1208). 

1. The Westech Triumvirate 
 

In light of the fact that the three new investor groups only would invest in 

Westech if Gorman no longer controlled the Company, the four investor 

contingencies – Gorman, employees (including Halder), Fellus, and Pallotta – 

sought to create a management structure to govern the Company.  Such construct 

took a form that multiple witnesses deemed the “Westech Triumvirate” – a quasi-
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partnership that was to result in an equality of power within the Company.  The 

Westech Triumvirate consisted of Halder, Fellus, and Gorman.  The genesis and 

import of the “Westech Triumvirate” was explained by Halder: 

A: I can tell you that there was a meeting between John [Gorman], 
Jim Fellus and myself, at Mr. Gorman’s ranch in [Austin,] Texas, 
where we talked about the partnership, where we talked about two of 
three, and that the effective operation of the company was going to be 
through, ‘Listen, John [Gorman], if you have a problem, right, bring it 
to the three of us; if one of the other two agrees with you, no problem, 
we’ll go that way.’  . . . It was – it was two of three and that was a 
specific discussion that we had with John [Gorman], clearly got John 
[Gorman’s] consent based on his funding and the size of his funding 
of the Series A. 

 
Halder Dep. 82:6-24 (A879).  Fellus echoed Halder’s view of the Westech 

Triumvirate and expressly recalled that the concept of “partnership” was discussed 

at Gorman’s ranch in Texas.  Fellus Dep. 46:25-47:18 (A695-96).  Finally, 

Monaco’s understanding of the Westech Triumvirate mirrored Halder’s and 

Fellus’s understanding.  Monaco Dep. 18:1-20:23 (A1010), 82:23-83:4 (A1074-

75). 

Gorman denies that he embraced the concept of the Westech Triumvirate.  

Gorman Dep. 113:15-21 (A1209).  Specifically, Gorman denies that he discussed 

the concept of a “partnership” with Halder or Fellus.  Id. 113:22-114:1 (A1209-

10).  Gorman even denies meeting with Halder and Fellus at his ranch in Texas to 

discuss the management structure of Westech, despite Halder’s and Fellus’s clear 

recollection of the meeting.  Id. 113:1-7 (A1209). 
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2. The Key Investors Negotiate the Voting Agreement 
 

Representatives from the four investor groups negotiated the terms of the 

Voting Agreement.  Monaco participated in the negotiations on behalf of Pallotta, 

Pallotta Dep.12:2-10 (A962); Monaco Dep. 27:21-28:20 (A1019-20), 48:12-17 

(A1040), and Pallotta entrusted Monaco to make sure that Pallotta’s intentions 

with respect to Pallotta’s investment in Westech were reflected in the structure of 

the transaction and in the attendant documents.  Pallotta Dep. 35:10-37:2 (A985-

87).  Halder, Fellus, and Gorman each participated on their own behalf.  Fellus 

Dep. 29:16-30:18 (A678-79); Halder Dep. 35:12-22 (A832).  The negotiations 

continued for six to nine months, during which Monaco, Gorman, Halder, and 

Fellus discussed, among other things, the protections to be afforded to the investors 

and the management structure of the Company.  Curiously, Gorman is alone in 

denying that he spoke with Halder, Fellus, Pallotta, or Monaco about (or otherwise 

negotiated) the Voting Agreement.  Gorman Dep. 107:16-108:17 (A1203-04).   

D. The Voting Agreement Protects The Employee Investors And The 
Management Of The Company From Gorman 

 
The Voting Agreement creates an elegant solution to limit Gorman’s control 

of the Company, to protect the three new key investor groups, and to protect 

stockholders.  The Voting Agreement “provide[s] a mechanism whereby [Gorman] 

even by virtue of his majority or plural entity stock ownership was not able to stack 

the Board,” or to purchase shares from other major Series A holders to regain 
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control of the Board.  Halder Dep. 48:8-12 (A845).  Specifically, Section 1.2 

establishes the procedure by which the key investors, the Company’s management, 

and the “holders” of Series A Stock “designate” (nominate) directors for election 

to the Board by the stockholders.  Indeed, Section 1.2(b) and Section 1.2(c) 

provide that directors are designated for election to the Board by certain “holders” 

of shares (by “per capita” vote). 

Specifically, the Voting Agreement requires the parties thereto to vote their 

shares in favor of the following seven individuals:   

(a) One person designated by Mr. James J. Pallotta (“Pallotta”) (the “Pallotta 
Designee”), for so long as Pallotta or his Affiliates continue to own 
beneficially at least ten percent (10%) of the shares of Series A Preferred 
Stock issued as of the Initial Closing (as defined in the [Stock] Purchase 
Agreement);  
 

(b) One person who is an Independent Director and is designated by the 
majority of the holders of the Series A Preferred Stock ([the “Series A 
Designee,”] together with the Pallotta Designee, the “Series A 
Designees”);  

 
(c) [T]wo persons elected by the Key Holders, who shall initially be John J. 

Gorman, IV and Robert W. Halder (the “Key Holder Designees”);  
 
(d) The Company’s Chief Executive Officer; and 
 
(e) Two individuals with applicable industry experience not otherwise an 

Affiliate ([as] defined below) of the Company or of any Investor and who 
are Independent Directors mutually acceptable to the Series A Designees 
and the Key Holder Designees [(the “Industry Designees”)]. 

 
Voting Agreement at § 1.2 (A540) (emphasis added). 
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1. Section 1.2(b) Protects The Employee Investors And Section 7.17 
Supports The Protections Provided In Section 1.2(b) 

 
Section 1.2(b) provides that the Series A Designee is “designated by the 

majority of the holders of the Series A Preferred Stock . . . .”  Voting Agreement at 

§ 1.2(b) (A540) (emphasis added).  By its plain terms, Section 1.2(b) contemplates 

that each “holder” of Series A Stock has one vote to select a candidate to be the 

Series A Designee.  The candidate who is designated by the holders becomes the 

Series A Designee, and, thereafter, is elected by the stockholders to the Board.  

The intent of Section 1.2(b) was “that it would be a majority of the holders as 

opposed to a majority of the shares controlled . . . .”  Monaco Dep. 84:12-14 

(A1076).  The term “holder” in Section 1.2(b) and, as discussed below, Section 

1.2(c), was carefully selected.  “[W]hen [the parties] wanted to say ‘shares’ [they] 

said ‘shares.’  When [they] wanted to say ‘holders’ [they] said ‘holders.’”  Halder 

Dep. 83:19-21 (A880).  The use of “holder” in Section 1.2(b) reflects the intent of 

the drafters to create a “per capita” vote among Series A stockholders to designate 

a Series A Designee.  Indeed, the use of the word “holders” in Section 1.2(b) is 

clear and unambiguous, and as the Trial Court expressly stated, “[a] plain reading 

by a reasonable third party that inquires no further would support Defendants’ per 

capita theory.”  Opinion at *15 (A65). 

The “holder” concept protects the stockholders that hold a minority of Series 

A Stock.  The holders of Series A Stock are listed on Schedule A of the Voting 
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Agreement.  Voting Agreement at Sched. A (A612-18).  Of the twenty-six holders2 

of Series A Stock, nineteen holders (excluding Gorman) were employees at the 

time the Voting Agreement was executed.  The per capita nature of the designation 

under Section 1.2(b) allows the employees, as one of the four major investor 

groups, to have significant voting power in selecting the Series A Designee for 

election by the stockholders to the Board. 

Consistent with the purpose of Section 1.2(b), Section 7.17 of the Voting 

Agreement provides that all shares of stock held by affiliates of any stockholder of 

the Company party to the Voting Agreement are aggregated for purposes of 

determining the availability of any rights under the agreement for those affiliated 

stockholders.  The aggregation principle contained in Section 7.17 prevents any 

one person from taking advantage of the “holder” concept in Section 1.2(b).  

Without Section 7.17, Gorman could transfer each of his 72 shares of Series A 

Stock to 72 different Gorman-controlled entities, enabling Gorman, through the 

Gorman-controlled entities, to control a majority of the holders of Series A Stock 

(the 72 entities), and unilaterally designate a director for election under Section 

1.2(b).  Section 7.17 prevents this type of gamesmanship.  Halder Dep. 56:7-57:3, 

58:17-19 (A853-55). 

                                                 
2 Although Schedule A to the Voting Agreement lists 48 holders, pursuant to Section 7.17, shares 
held by affiliated persons and entities are aggregated and after aggregating the holdings of the 
holders listed in Schedule A of the Voting Agreement there are 26 holders. 
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2. Section 1.2(c) Protects The Management Of The Company And 
Section 1.4(a) Supports The Protections Provided In Section 1.2(c) 

 
Section 1.2(c) states that the Key Holder Designees are “elected by the Key 

Holders,” and the Key Holders are Gorman, Fellus, and Halder.  Voting 

Agreement at §1.2(c) (A540); id. at Sched. B (A619).  By the plain terms of 

Section 1.2(c), as with all other management decisions, a majority of the three Key 

Holders has the power to designate the two Key Holder Designees who then are 

elected by the stockholders to the Board.  Monaco Dep. 31:23-32:8 (A1023-24), 

40:24-41:6 (A1032-33); Fellus Dep. 24:4-10 (A673), 29:12-15 (A678), 141:21-

142:4 (A790-91); Halder Dep. 77:24-78:7 (A874-75), 84:12-16 (A881).  Section 

1.2(c) “was part of equalizing the governing influence that the three had, and 

ensuring or maximizing the potential that one couldn’t end up, for lack of a better 

way to put it, dictating to the other two.”  Monaco Dep. 74:19-23 (A1066). 

Fellus, Halder, and Monaco agree that the phrase “elected by the Key 

Holders” means that Fellus, Halder, and Gorman elect the Key Holder Designees 

by majority vote.  Fellus Dep. 29:12-15 (A1021); Halder Dep. 77:24-78:7 (A874-

75); Monaco Dep. 41:1-6 (A1033).  Notwithstanding such understanding by each 

other investor group, Gorman contends that, by virtue of his majority stockholder 

status among the Key Holders, he has unilateral authority to elect the Key Holder 

Designees.  Gorman Dep. 95:10-14 (A1191).  No other witness agrees with 

Gorman.  In fact, since the execution of the Voting Agreement, Gorman controlled 
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more capital stock of Westech than Halder and Fellus combined, and, thus, 

according to Gorman’s “logic,” Gorman had unilateral authority to elect the Key 

Holder Designees since the execution of the Voting Agreement, which largely 

negates the purpose of the Voting Agreement. 

Section 1.4(a)(i) provides, in part, that a director may be removed by “the 

affirmative vote of the Person, or of the holders of more than fifty percent (50%) of 

the then outstanding Shares entitled under Section 1.2 to designate that director . . 

. .”  Voting Agreement at § 1.4(a)(i) (A541) (emphasis added).  Whether the 

removal can be effected by a “Person” or a majority of shares held by stockholders 

is determined by the language of the provision under which the to-be-removed 

director was designated.  As applied to Section 1.2(c), Section 1.4(a) allows only 

the “Key Holders” – “Persons” – entitled to “designate” a designee to remove the 

director that was elected based upon such “designation.”  Section 1.2(c) requires 

the agreement of two of the three Key Holders (Gorman, Fellus, and Halder) to 

designate the Key Holder Designees, and does not reference the number of shares 

held by any of the Key Holders.  Under Section 1.4(a), therefore, because named 

individuals – “Key Holders” – are entitled to designate the Key Holder Designees, 

only those individuals may remove the directors that were elected based upon their 

designation.  Accordingly, under Section 1.4(a), a Key Holder Designee designated 

under Section 1.2(c) may be removed only by majority vote of the Key Holders. 
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E. Gorman Attempts to Recapture Control of the Company 
 

Unhappy with his inability to continue to use the Company as his personal 

“piggy bank,” Gorman resigned from all positions by letter dated June 7, 2013.  

(A622).  Gorman claimed that he resigned because of a “lack of corporate 

governance and other causes” and that it was a “personal choice.”  Gorman Dep. 

158:14-23 (A1254).  Gorman cannot explain why he chose to resign from the 

Board rather than seek to correct the purported “corporate governance” issues.  Id. 

158:12-159:23 (A1254-55).  Such resignation particularly is strange in light of the 

fact that Gorman asserts that he had the sole power to elect (and, thus, to remove) 

members of the Board who were Key Holder Designees. 

After his resignation, Gorman launched his plan to take control of the 

Company by purchasing as much Series A Stock as possible, and approached his 

friend, Pallotta.  Pallotta Dep. 17:25-18:6 (A967-68), 21:3-13 (A971).  On August 

21, 2013, Pallotta sold the Pallotta Shares to Gorman in exchange for a $1.4 

million promissory note and the transfer of certain limited partnership interests.  

(A636-41).  Gorman asserts that on August 21, 2013, in connection with the 

purchase of the Pallotta Shares, Pallotta executed and Gorman had “physical 

possession” of an irrevocable proxy (“Proxy”) empowering Gorman to vote the 

Pallotta Shares.  (A642); Gorman Dep. 149:8-14 (A1245).  Emails between 

counsel for Pallotta and counsel for Gorman, however, demonstrate that Pallotta 
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did not execute the Proxy until September 5, 2013.  (A643-48).  Further, several 

documents produced by Gorman during discovery bear sequential document 

identification numbers from Gorman’s attorneys, Steptoe & Johnson LLP.  Based 

upon these document identification numbers and the document identification 

number appearing on the Proxy, the Proxy was not drafted until September 2013, 

and was backdated.  (A52-56).3 

From August 14, 2013, one week after Gorman’s resignation became 

effective, to August 21, 2013, Gorman bombarded Defendants with a variety of 

letters and written consents that purportedly (a) removed Halder from the Board, 

and (b) elected Barry Williamson (“Williamson”), Greg Woodby (“Woodby”), 

Barry Sanditen (“Sanditen”), and Gorman to the Board.  (A623; A629; A635).  On 

August 26, 2013, Gorman, Woodby, Williamson, and Sanditen purportedly met as 

the “new” Board and removed Dura from the Board and elected Daniel Olsen 

(“Olsen”) and Terrence Ford (“Ford”) to the Board.  (A44 at ¶ 13).  All of the 

written consents, however, were invalid for numerous reasons (which includes 

violations of Section 228 of the DGCL), and, thus, the meeting of the “new” Board 

was invalid.  Accordingly, Halder and Dura were not removed from the Board and 
                                                 
3  Discovery revealed that the Proxy had been backdated by Gorman or his counsel and that, 
contrary to the sworn testimony of Gorman, Gorman did not have “physical possession” of the 
Proxy before he executed the written consents.  Delaware courts traditionally view backdated 
documents with extreme disfavor, and routinely question the veracity and doubt the credibility of 
individuals who backdate documents.  See, e.g., Empire of Carolina, Inc. v. The Deltona Corp., 
514 A.2d 1091, 1093 n.4 (Del. 1986); Desimone v. Barrows, 924 A.2d 908, 937 n.98 (Del. Ch. 
2007); Ryan v. Gifford, 918 A.2d 341, 355 (Del. Ch. 2007). 
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Williamson, Woodby, Sanditen, Olsen, Ford, and Gorman were not elected to the 

Board.   

Recognizing that his letter and written consent campaign failed, Gorman 

next attempted to “stack” the Board at the 2013 annual meeting of stockholders of 

Westech (“Annual Meeting”), which was scheduled to be held on September 17, 

2013.  In connection with the Annual Meeting, Defendants – as incumbent 

directors – mailed the Company’s proxy statement and proxy card to the 

stockholders in advance of the Annual Meeting.  In a manner consistent with the 

provisions of the Voting Agreement, Defendants “designated” five individuals for 

election to the Board.  Indeed, Defendants recognized that they did not have the 

power to designate individuals under Section 1.2(d) and 1.2(e).  Gorman also 

mailed a proxy statement and proxy card to Westech stockholders in advance of 

the Annual Meeting.  In a manner in violation of the provisions of the Voting 

Agreement and recognizing no limit to his “power,” Gorman “designated” seven 

individuals for election to the Board.  The Annual Meeting was held and, due to 

Gorman’s majority stockholder status, Gorman’s slate received a majority of the 

votes cast.  The purported “election” of Gorman’s slate was invalid, however, 

because the individuals “designated” by Gorman were not “designated” in 

accordance with the Voting Agreement.  Accordingly, the five individuals 

“designated” by Defendants were elected to the Board at the Annual Meeting.  
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ARGUMENT 
 

I. THE TRIAL COURT RECOGNIZED THAT A “PLAIN READING” OF 
SECTION 1.2(b) REFLECTS THAT THE PARTIES INTENDED PER 
CAPITA VOTING, BUT DISREGARDED SUCH “PLAIN READING” 
AND IMPROPERLY APPLIED EXTRINSIC EVIDENCE 

 
A. Question Presented 

Did the Trial Court err in disregarding a “plain reading” of Section 1.2(b) 

and holding that the Series A Designee is designated by the vote of a majority of 

“shares” (rather than “holders”) of Series A Stock?  (A62-65). 

B. Standard of Review 

This Court reviews questions of contract interpretation de novo.  Alta 

Berkeley VI C.V. v. Omneon, Inc., 41 A.3d 381, 385 (Del. 2012). 

C. Merits of the Argument 

Under Delaware law, in adjudicating a contract dispute, a court is guided by 

three well-established “contract interpretation principles.”  The Renco Group, Inc. 

v. MacAndrews AMG Holdings L.L.C., 2013 WL 3369318, at *4 (Del. Ch. June 25, 

2013).  One principle is that a court is required to “‘attempt to discern the meaning 

of the contract and the intent of the parties from the language that they used, as 

read from the perspective of a reasonable third party.’”  Id. (quoting Shiftan v. 

Morgan Joseph Holdings, Inc., 57 A.3d 928, 935 (Del. Ch. 2012)).  Another 

principle is that, “if the contract is unambiguous, then the plain language of the 

agreement governs, and ‘the extrinsic evidence may not be used to interpret the 
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intent of the parties, to vary the terms of the contract or create an ambiguity.’”  Id. 

(quoting Eagle Indus., Inc. v. DeVilbiss Health Care, Inc., 702 A.2d 1228, 1232 

(Del. 1997)).  The final principle is that a court must construe the contract as a 

whole by giving “‘each provision and term effect, so as not to render any part of 

the contract mere surplusage.’”  Id. (quoting Kuhn Const., Inc. v. Diamond State 

Port Corp., 990 A.2d 393, 396-97 (Del. 2010)).  In holding that the Section 1.2(b) 

is ambiguous, the Trial Court violated each of these principles. 

1. The Trial Court Ignored The “Plain Reading” Of Section 1.2(b) 
And Applied Extrinsic Evidence To Alter The Intent Of The 
Parties, To Vary The Terms Of The Voting Agreement, And To 
Create Ambiguity 

 
In discerning the meaning of Section 1.2(b), the Trial Court expressly held 

that “[a] plain reading by a reasonable third party that includes no further inquiry 

would support Defendants’ per capita voting theory.  However, their theory ignores 

the broader arguments about the agreement’s structure and intent discussed above.”  

Opinion at *15 (A65).  The Trial Court failed to recognize, however, that after 

determining that “[a] plain reading by a reasonable third party . . . would support 

Defendants’ per capita voting theory,” the Trial Court should not have inquired 

further by applying extrinsic evidence to interpret the intent of the parties, to vary 

the terms of the contract, or to create ambiguity.  Simply stated, if a “plain reading 

by a reasonable third party” reflects the intent of the parties, then the Trial Court 

should not apply extrinsic evidence in a manner to alter intent, to vary terms, or to 
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create ambiguity.  The Trial Court erred not only by disregarding the “plain 

reading” of Section 1.2(b), but erred by applying extrinsic evidence in manner to 

alter the intent of the parties, to vary the terms of the contract, and to create 

ambiguity.  Such application of extrinsic evidence conflicts with well-established 

Delaware law,4 and, thus, the holding of the Trial Court should be reversed. 

2. The Structure Of The Agreement – Construing The Voting 
Agreement As A Whole – Supports Defendants’ Per Capita 
Voting Theory 

 Section 1.2(b) unambiguously provides that the designee will be designated 

by “the holders of the Series A Preferred Stock.”  Section 1.2(b) could have stated 

that the designee will be designated by “the holders of more than fifty percent 

(50%) of the then outstanding Shares,” but such language does not appear in 

Section 1.2(b).  Indeed, such language appears elsewhere in the Voting Agreement, 

and, thus, the parties to the Voting Agreement understood the difference between 

the word “holders” and the word “shares”: 

• Section 1.2(b) – “the majority of the holders of the Series A Preferred 
Stock” (A540); 

                                                 
4 See, e.g., Osborn v. Kemp, 991 A.2d 1153, 1159 (Del. 2010) (“Delaware adheres to the 
‘objective’ theory of contracts, i.e., a contract’s construction should be that which would be 
understood by an objective, reasonable third party.”) (footnote omitted); Branin v. Stein Roe Inv. 
Counsel, LLC, 2014 WL 2961084, at *4 (Del. Ch. June 30, 2014) (“A court will look to the 
terms of the contract as the best indication of the parties’ shared intent and will ascribe those 
common and ordinary meanings which an objectively reasonable third-party observer would.”);  
Comrie v. Enterasys Networks, Inc., 837 A.2d 1, 13 (Del. Ch. 2003) (“If the terms of the contract 
are clear on their face, . . . the court must apply the meaning that would be ascribed to the 
language by a reasonable third party.”) (quotation omitted). 
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• Section 1.4(a) – “the holders of more than fifty percent (50%) of the then 
outstanding Shares” (A541); 

• Section 4.1 – “shares representing more than fifty percent (50%) of the 
outstanding voting power of the Company” (A542); 

• Section 4.2 – “the holders of at least two-thirds (66 2/3%) of the shares of 
the Series A Preferred Stock” (A542); 

• Section 4.4 – “all holders of Series A Preferred Stock” (A545); 
• Section 4.4 – “the holders of at least two-thirds of the Series A Preferred 

Stock” (A545); 
• Section 7.8 – “the holders of two-thirds of the shares of Series A 

Preferred Stock” (A547); 
• Section 7.8(e) – “the holders of a majority of shares of Series A Preferred 

Stock.” (A548). 
 
As explained by Halder: 

 
Q.    How do the – how do you understand that the holders of the 
Series A preferred stock get to designate the director in 1.2(b)? 
A.    The majority of the number of folks who own shares of Series A 
preferred, right, is the operative – is the way that I read this.  So it 
appears pretty clear to me that this is the majority of the holders, not 
the majority of the number of shares in this agreement.  When we 
wanted to use shares, we used shares.  When we wanted to say 
“holders,” we said “holders.” 

 
Halder Dep. 55:18-56:6 (A852-53). 
 

Moreover, consistent with a “plain reading” of Section 1.2(b), the Voting 

Agreement addresses an issue raised by the Trial Court involving the transfer of 

shares by stockholders to affiliates to create more “holders,” and, thus, to create 

more “votes” under Section 1.2(b).  Opinion at *11-12 (A63).  Specifically, 

Section 7.17 of the Voting Agreement, entitled “Aggregation of Stock,” expressly 

addresses this issue.   Voting Agreement at §7.17 (A550).  Section 7.17 provides 
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that “[a]ll Shares held or acquired by an Investor and/or its Affiliates shall be 

aggregated together for the purposes of determining the availability of any rights 

under this Agreement, and such Affiliated persons may apportion such rights as 

among themselves in any manner they deem appropriate.”  Id. (A550).  This 

provision counters the potential for gamesmanship recognized by the Trial Court.  

As Halder testified: 

So my read of this, my understanding of this, and certainly the intent 
of the parties, was to allow for this to be one of the checks on Mr. 
Gorman’s ability to stack the board, right, so that you had a 
mechanism through 1.2(b) to have the majority of the individuals who 
had invested, whether they bought one share, five shares, 80 shares, 
they counted – kind of per holder, right, and it was not good enough 
that – at least my understanding, it was not good enough that the 
holders were under – you know, if I started – let’s say I bought ten 
shares, right, and I started Rob Halder LLC 1, LLC 2, LLC 3, 4, 5, 6, 
7, 8, 9, 10, that all gets consolidated, right?  Those LLCs get 
consolidated through the documents, so that what you have is you 
have a holder being a person, right – and person is important later as 
we get into this agreement – who you have to go to those folks and get 
the majority of them to designate a director. 

 
Halder Dep. 56:7-57:3 (A853-54).  Further, if Section 1.2(b) is interpreted as 

suggested by Gorman and is based upon a majority of “shares” rather than a 

majority of “holders,” then Section 7.17 would be unnecessary and meaningless.  

Accordingly, Section 1.2(b) and Section 7.17 read together demonstrate that a 

majority of “holders” (rather than “Shares”) of Series A Stock designate the Series 

A Designee. 
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3. The Trial Court Erred In Holding That Defendants’ Per Capita 
Theory Impermissibly Disenfranchises Gorman 

 
The Trial Court erred in holding that Section 1.2(b) must be construed as a 

majority of “shares” vote provision in accordance with the law’s presumption 

against disenfranchising a majority of shares.  Opinion at *14 (A64-65).  In so 

holding, the Trial Court relied upon Rohe v. Reliance Training Network, Inc., 2000 

WL 1038190, at *16 (Del. Ch. July 21, 2000), and Rainbow Navigation, Inc. v. 

Yonge, 1989 WL 40805, at *4 (Apr. 24, 1989).  The decisions in Rohe and Rainbow 

Navigation, however, are inapposite because the presumption against 

disenfranchisement arises only if a contract is ambiguous. 

Indeed, if multiple, different interpretations may be reasonably ascribed to a 

contract (and, thus, the contract is ambiguous), then a court should adopt an 

interpretation that does not disenfranchise a majority of shares.  In contrast, if the 

contract is unambiguous (and, thus, the intent of the contract is to disenfranchise 

the majority of shares), then the presumption against disenfranchisement of a 

majority of shares is inapplicable.  As demonstrated above, and as recognized by 

the Trial Court, absent a strained application of extrinsic evidence, Section 1.2(b) is 

unambiguous, and, thus, the Trial Court’s reliance upon Rohe and Rainbow 

Navigation is misplaced. 
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II. THE TRIAL COURT CORRECTLY HELD THAT THE KEY HOLDER 
DESIGNEES ARE DESIGNATED BY A MAJORITY VOTE OF THE KEY 
HOLDERS, BUT ERRED IN HOLDING THAT DIRECTORS WHO ARE 
KEY HOLDER DESIGNEES MAY BE REMOVED BY A MAJORITY 
VOTE OF STOCK OF THE KEY HOLDERS 

 
A. Question Presented 

Did the Trial Court err in holding that directors who are designated Key 

Holder Designees by the Key Holders may be removed by the affirmative vote of 

the holders of more than fifty percent (50%) of the then outstanding shares? (A68). 

B. Standard of Review 

This Court reviews questions of contract interpretation de novo.  Alta 

Berkeley VI C.V. v. Omneon, Inc., 41 A.3d 381, 385 (Del. 2012). 

C. Merits of the Argument 

1. The Trial Court Correctly Held That The Key Holder Designees 
Are Designated By A Majority Vote Of The Key Holders 

 
Under Section 1.2(c), two individuals are elected to be Key Holder 

Designees by the three the Key Holders.  As recognized by the Trial Court, Section 

1.2(c) means exactly as written.  Opinion at *15-18 (A65-68).  In contrast, Gorman 

argues that this unambiguous provision should be revised, modified, or amended, 

and that Section 1.2(c) should be interpreted as providing that two persons are 

elected to the Board “by the holders of a majority of Shares held by the Key 

Holders.”  Gorman’s creative, after-the-fact interpretation of Section 1.2(c) should 

be rejected for three independent reasons. 
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First, as stated above, courts will not turn to extrinsic evidence to derive the 

intent of the parties if the language of the contract is unambiguous.  See, e.g., 

Eagle Indus., 702 A.2d at 1232; The Renco Group, 2013 WL 3369318, at *4.  

Section 1.2(c) unambiguously provides that the designees will be designated by 

“the Key Holders.”  Section 1.2(c) could have stated that the designees will be 

“elected by the holders of a majority of Shares held by the Key Holders,” but such 

language does not appear in Section 1.2(c).  Indeed, such language is found 

elsewhere in the Voting Agreement, and, thus, the parties to the Voting Agreement 

understood the difference between the word “holders” and the word “shares”: 

• Section 1.2(c) – “the Key Holders” (A540); 
• Section 4.3(e) – “any Key Holder” (A544); 
• Section 4.3(e) – “the Key Holder Shares” (A544); 
• Section 7.8 – “the holders of a majority of the Shares held by the Key 

Holders” (A547); 
• Section 7.8(e) – “the holders of a majority of Shares held by the Key 

Holders.”  (A548). 
 
Based upon the adoption of the word “holders” rather than the word “shares” in 

Section 1.2(c), the unambiguous meaning of Section 1.2(c) is that a majority of the 

Key Holders – two of the three Key Holders – is required to elect two designees to 

be voted upon (and to be elected by) the stockholders to serve as directors.  

Regardless of the amount of share ownership, neither Gorman, Halder, nor Fellus 

alone has the power under Section 1.2(c) to designate an individual to be voted 
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upon (and to be elected by) the stockholders to serve as a director.  Halder Dep. 

77:24-78:22 (A874-75). 

 Second, if Section 1.2(c) is interpreted as Gorman suggests, then there would 

be no need for Section 1.2(c).  Indeed, as Halder stated (and as Gorman conceded), 

Gorman had more shares of capital stock than Halder and Fellus combined on the 

date that the Voting Agreement was executed and continuously until today.  If 

Section 1.2(c) is based upon share ownership (rather than “per capita” vote), then 

Section 1.2(c) would have been drafted in a manner similar to Section 1.2(a), 

which established the “Pallotta Designee,” and would have established the 

“Gorman Designee.”  Section 1.2(c), however, is not drafted in a manner similar to 

Section 1.2(a), and the express language of Section 1.2(c) provides that the “Key 

Holder Designees” will be “elected” by the “Key Holders.”  To interpret Section 

1.2(c) as Gorman suggests would read the Key Holders provisions out of the 

Voting Agreement.  Id. 98:25-114:16 (A895-911). 

 Third, if Gorman is correct that the words “Key Holders” somehow are 

transformed into the words “a majority of shares held by Key Holders,” then this 

transformation of Section 1.2(c) would violate Section 212(a) of the DGCL.  

Specifically, Gorman is arguing that only Halder, Fellus, and he have the right to 

“elect” individuals directly to the Board without further vote, approval, consent, or 

election of the other stockholders.  Gorman Dep. 89:5-10 (A1185), 100:12-101:11, 
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102:12-15 (A1196-98).  Indeed, Gorman does not interpret the Voting Agreement 

as establishing a two-step process – designation under the Voting Agreement and 

election by stockholders – and believes that he alone has the power to “elect” two 

individuals directly to the Board under Section 1.2(c).  Id. at 102:12-15, 103:1-18 

(A1198-99).  According to Gorman, all that is required under Section 1.2(c) is for 

Gorman to have more shares than Halder and Fellus combined, and if Gorman has 

more shares than Halder and Fellus combined, then Gorman may elect two 

individuals directly to the Board.  The Certificate of Incorporation of Westech 

(“Charter”) does not grant Gorman (or the other Key Holders) such power, and 

does not distinguish the shares of stock held by the Key Holders from the shares of 

stock held by other stockholders.  Simply stated, absent support in the Charter, the 

greater voting rights that Gorman claims that his shares possess violate the “one 

share/one vote” rule of Section 212(a). 

2. The Trial Court Erred In Holding That Directors Who Are Key 
Holder Designees May Be Removed By A Majority Vote Of 
Shares Held By The Holders 

 
Section 1.4(a)(i) provides, in part, that a director may be removed by “the 

affirmative vote of the Person, or of the holders of more than fifty percent (50%) of 

the then outstanding Shares entitled under Section 1.2 to designate that 

director . . . .”  Voting Agreement, § 1.4(a)(i) (A541) (emphasis added).  The plain 

language of Section 1.4(a), read in conjunction with Section 1.2, indicates that (a) a 
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director may be removed by a “Person” under Section 1.4(a) if the “Person” is 

entitled to designate such director under Section 1.2, and (b) a director may be 

removed by a majority of shares under Section 1.4(a) if the majority of shares is 

entitled to designate such director under Section 1.2.   

The Trial Court incorrectly read Section 1.4(a) to permit Gorman, as the 

holder of a majority of the shares held by the Key Holders, to remove Halder.  

Opinion at *19 (A68).  Such holding simply (a) ignores the provision contained in 

Section 1.2(c) that the Key Holder Designees are designated by “Persons,” (b) 

ignores the provision contained in Section 1.4(a) that a director may be removed 

by a “Person” if the “Person” is entitled to designate such director, and (c) ignores 

two distinct clauses contained in Section 1.4(a) that distinguish between “Persons” 

and “shares.”  Nowhere in Section 1.2(c) is there a requirement that the Key 

Holders own capital stock.  The lack of such requirement results in the “Person” 

clause (rather than the “share” clause) of Section 1.4(a) applying to Section 1.2(c).  

Absent a stock ownership requirement in Section 1.2(c), holding that the Key 

Holder Designees who are directors may be removed as directors only by a 

majority of the shares held by the Key Holders (rather than the Key Holders as 

“Persons”) rewrites the Voting Agreement, and creates the potential for the absurd 

result that, if all of the Key Holders sell all of their shares, then the Key Holder 

Designees who are directors never may be removed as directors. 
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3. The Trial Court’s Application of Section 1.4(a) To Section 
1.2(c) And Section 1.4(a) To Section 1.2(e) Is Inconsistent 

 
The Trial Court recognized the application of the word “Persons” in 

determining the manner in which the directors who are Industry Designees may be 

removed.  Opinion at *20 (A68).  The Trial Court correctly held that a director who 

is an Industry Designee may be removed only by the “Persons” entitled under 

Section 1.2(e) to designate the Industry Designee.  Id.  The Industry Designees are 

designated by “mutual” agreement of “the Series A Designees and the Key Holder 

Designees of the Board.”  Id.  The Trial Court determined that Gorman’s attempt to 

remove Dura as a director was ineffective because there were no Key Holder 

Designees at the time of removal, and, thus, no “Person” representing the Key 

Holder Designees agreed to Dura’s removal.  Id.  The Trial Court’s interpretation 

of Section 1.2(e) is inconsistent with its interpretation of Section 1.2(c). 

The Trial Court failed to provide a justification for the inconsistent treatment 

of Section 1.4(a) with respect to Section 1.2(c) and Section 1.2(e).  Absent such 

justification, Section 1.4(a) should be applied consistently to Section 1.2(c) and 

Section 1.2(e), and consistent application requires that the directors who are 

designated by “Persons” pursuant to Section 1.2(c) or Section 1.2(e) may be 

removed only by “Persons” pursuant to Section 1.4(a).  Accordingly, the holding of 

the Trial Court that permitted the removal of Halder should be reversed. 
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III. THE TRIAL COURT MISREAD SECTION 7.17, WHICH MANDATES 
THE AGGREGATION OF STOCK TRANSFERED BY A 
STOCKHOLDER TO “AFFILIATES” FOR PURPOSES OF PER CAPITA 
VOTING UNDER SECTION 1.2(b) 

 
A. Question Presented 

Did the Trial Court err in holding that Section 7.17 did not mandate the 

aggregation of stock transferred by a stockholder to “Affiliates” for purposes of per 

capita voting?  (A63). 

B. Standard of Review 

This Court reviews questions of contract interpretation de novo.  Alta 

Berkeley VI C.V. v. Omneon, Inc., 41 A.3d 381, 385 (Del. 2012). 

C. Merits of the Argument 

Section 7.17 provides that “[a]ll Shares held or acquired by an Investor 

and/or its Affiliates shall be aggregated together for the purposes of determining 

the availability of any rights under this Agreement, and such Affiliated persons 

may apportion such rights as among themselves in any manner they deem 

appropriate.”  Voting Agreement at § 7.17 (A550).  Defendants’ position is that 

Section 7.17 is consistent with the per capita voting established by a “plain 

reading” of Section 1.2(b) by aggregating stock held by any stockholder, which 

prevents any one stockholder from taking advantage of the “holder” concept by 

transferring Series A Stock to multiple “affiliated” persons or entities.  The Trial 

Court rejected this argument and held: 
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The first clause of the provision is expansive and aggregates “all” 
shares for the purposes of “any” rights in the agreement.  However, 
the second clause grants affiliated persons the ability to apportion 
“such” rights (those expansively stated in the first clause) among 
themselves in any manner they please. Thus, to the extent some 
aggregation of rights, such as voting rights, occurs, affiliated persons 
appear to be able to apportion them in a similarly expansive manner. 

 
Opinion at *12 (A63). 

 The Trial Court simply misread Section 7.17.  Indeed, the first clause 

provides that all shares transferred by a stockholder to “Affiliates” must “be 

aggregated together for the purposes of determining the availability of any rights 

under” the Voting Agreement.  This clause prevents any one person from taking 

advantage of the “holder” concept in Section 1.2(b) by transferring shares of Series 

A Stock to different controlled entities, enabling the stockholder, through the 

controlled entities, to vote many times rather than once.  Halder Dep. 56:7-57:3, 

58:17-19 (A853-55).  The second clause, however, merely permits the stockholder 

and the stockholder’s “Affiliates” to apportion such rights – i.e., a single vote for 

purposes of per capita voting – as among themselves in any manner they deem 

appropriate.  Contrary to the holding of the Trial Court, the second clause does not 

impact (or undercut) the first clause; rather, the second clause permits the 

stockholder and the stockholder’ 
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s “Affiliates” to apportion whatever rights exist after aggregation among 

themselves as they deem appropriate.  Accordingly, the Trial Court’s interpretation 

of Section 7.17 should be reversed. 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the Opinion and the Final Order of the Trial Court 

should be reversed with respect to the interpretation of Section 1.2(b), the 

application of Section 1.4(a) to Section 1.2(c), and the interpretation of Section 

7.17. 

GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP 

   /s/ Michael J. Maimone    
Michael J. Maimone (#3592) 
Gregory E. Stuhlman (#4765) 
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Wilmington, DE 19801 
(302) 661-7000 
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IN THE COURT OF CHANCERY FOR THE STATE OF DELAWARE 

 

IN RE WESTECH CAPITAL 

CORP. 

)

)

) 

 

CONS. C.A. No. 8845-VCN 

 

 

ORDER AND FINAL JUDGMENT 

 

AND NOW, this 24th day of June, 2014, the above-captioned matter having 

been heard and considered after a trial on a stipulated record, and for the reasons 

stated in the Court’s memorandum opinion, dated May 29, 2014 (the “Opinion”), 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, DECLARED, AND DECREED 

THAT final Judgment is entered as follows:    

1. The board of directors of Westech Capital Corp. (the “Corporation”) 

consists of John J. Gorman, IV, Terrence J. Ford, Gary Salamone, and Michael 

Dura, with three vacancies (the “Board”). 

a. Mr. Gorman, the Pallotta Designee (as defined in the Voting 

Agreement) pursuant to Section 1.2(a) of the Voting Agreement (as defined in the 

Opinion), was validly elected at the annual meeting of stockholders of the 

Corporation on September 17, 2013 (the “Annual Meeting”) and shall have all of 

the rights and privileges of a director of the Corporation until his successor is 

elected and qualified or his earlier death, resignation, retirement, disqualification, 

or removal. 
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b. Section 1.2(b) of the Voting Agreement provides for the 

designation of the Series A Designees (as defined in the Voting Agreement) on a 

per share basis (i.e. by a vote of the majority of the issued and outstanding shares 

of Series A Preferred Stock of the Corporation).  

c. Mr. Ford, a Series A Designee (as defined in the Voting 

Agreement) pursuant to Section 1.2(b) of the Voting Agreement, was validly 

elected at the Annual Meeting and shall have all of the rights and privileges of a 

director of the Corporation until his successor is elected and qualified or his earlier 

death, resignation, retirement, disqualification, or removal. 

d. Section 1.2(c) of the Voting Agreement provides for the 

election of the Key Holder Designees (as defined in the Voting Agreement) on a 

per capita basis (i.e. by a vote of a majority of the individual Key Holders (as 

defined in the Voting Agreement) without reference to the number of shares held 

by each Key Holder). 

e. The Key Holders did not validly elect either of the Key Holder 

Designees at the Annual Meeting and these seats are vacant.  

f. By agreement of the parties, Mr. Salamone, the CEO Director 

(as defined in the Voting Agreement) pursuant to section 1.2(d) of the Voting 

Agreement, was validly elected at the Annual Meeting and shall have all of the 

rights and privileges of a director of the Corporation until his successor is elected 
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and qualified or his earlier death, resignation, retirement, disqualification, or 

removal.  

g. Mr. Dura, continues to serve as an Industry Director (as 

defined in the Opinion) pursuant to Section 1.2(e) of the Voting Agreement, and 

shall have all of the rights and privileges of a director of the Corporation until his 

successor is elected and qualified or his earlier death, resignation, retirement, 

disqualification, or removal.  

h. The other Industry Director seat is vacant. 

2. The Status Quo Order entered by the Court on September 4, 2013 

(the “Status Quo Order”) is hereby vacated.   

3. This Court retains jurisdiction over this matter to resolve any disputes 

concerning this Order and any application regarding conduct when the Status Quo 

Order was in effect. 

 

                  /s/ John W. Noble               
                   Vice Chancellor 
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